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Ubuntu  
definition

• “A person is a person by or  
through other people”

• Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu

(Nguni language)

• Umuntu nyamuntu (Kinyarwanda  
language)



Ubuntu as a philosophical 
perspective

• Ethics of what it means to be human, to embody  
humanity, or humanness in action

• Embodiment of the concepts of ontological being  and 
identity of what it means to be a human person  in 
relation to other human persons

• Identity in relationship creates an ethical  
community

• “ Relationship is not merely something we 
observe  objectively, or experience 
subjectively. Rather,  relationships are an active 
lived reality that shapes our  true identity and 
being” (Forster, 2010, p.246)

• An ethics of interrelationships, situated in a  
communitarian social fabric of caring and sharing



Examples of ethics of Ubuntu

Examples of 
Ethics of Ubuntu

• Ubuntu as a set of qualities and 
human virtues of compassion 
and humanity

• Examples:
• Day to day interactions
• Conflict resolution
• Connection with the 

cosmos



Ubuntu as a 
political 
ideology

• A more communitarian paradigm 
that goes beyond socialist notions 
of a ‘radical egalitarianism’ 
(Cornell, 2009)

• Decentralized forms of 
self-government (Benedetta & 
Margherita, 2013)

• A form of resistance
• Counter-hegemonic to inform 

life and death struggles 
against capitalist enclosure 
and imperialism

• Ubuntu rejects dualities 
(either or thinking)



Ubuntu from  
colonialism to 
neoliberalism

The ongoing colonial project continues to:

• Misappropriate ubuntu as senseless, and  
even violent, in relation to nation-building  
in Africa

• Dismiss ubuntu as hierarchical and

outdated

• Debilitate and alienate ubuntu as way of  
being and knowing rooted

• The impact is on the identity of the African

people at home and abroad



Challenge for social work

Social work education and social workers operate in institutions  

influenced by systemic racism and discriminatory policies/practices

• Ubuntu principles may not have any real consequences on how people experience  social work 

interventions/services

Ubuntu has been misappropriated and used in marketing, that is  true 

for social work today!

• The rhetoric makes institutions feel good, rather than build community



What is social  
work ought 
to  do?

• Ubuntu challenges the moral principles of  
capitalism (commodification and  
consumerism of human values)

• Social work’s adoption of ubuntu would  
require divorcing from neoliberalism

• Take a moral/ethical stand against

prevailing values of neoliberalism

• Take a community-development approach  
to combat hunger and poverty,  
environmental degradation, and promote  
transformation in the spirit of ubuntu



Conclusion

For the practice of social work to  
reflect Ubuntu principles, we need 
to  completely abandon
neoliberalism

For the practice of social work to  
reflect Ubuntu principles, we need to  
abandon approaches that emphasize  
individual solutions to social problems!



Questions



Panel Discussion with TFEL Partners

Dr. Augusta Olaore, Babcock University

Mr. Clement Dlamini, University of Eswatini

Dr. Wassie Kebede, University of Addis Ababa

Dr. Adugna Abebe, University of Gondar



PANEL QUESTION #1

What does the spirit of Ubuntu mean to you, and how does it 
inform your social work practice and field education in your 

context?



PANEL QUESTION #2

How do we build community between ourselves, as field 
educators and students, and inspire a similar sense of 
community and connectedness in the wider society?







GOOGLE JAMBOARD - INSTRUCTIONS

1. Follow link

2. Breakout rooms numbers correspond with your Jamboard page

3. Use the arrows at the top of screen to scroll to your breakout room

4. Introduce yourselves briefly and discuss questions as a group

5. Use the features on the left bar to add your thoughts (e.g. sticky notes)

6. Designate a spokesperson to debrief after in the larger group



GOOGLE JAMBOARD DEBRIEF

Welcome back!

Please provide 1-2 brief takeaways in the chat box





Dr. Julie Drolet 
Project Director
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